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ESTATE PLANNING 
Philip A. Henderson 1 & Curt Bromm 2 
INTRODUCTION 
Most people are reluctant to talk about death or any of its 
consequences as it relates to themselves. Nevertheless, it is a reality 
from which no one escapes and sooner or later its consequences must 
be reckoned with. By the same token, any property acquired by an 
individual during his lifetime will eventually pass into the hands of 
other people. 
This publication explains what is meant by estate pla11ning, what 
it involves, why it is important, and some of the tools which can be 
used to develop a good plan. 
(The discussion is necessarily simplified since estate planning 
requires detailed knowledge of federal and state laws pertaining to 
inheritance, gifts, and taxes. It is not a do-it-yourself type of job. 
Anyone thinking of developing an estate plan should seek the 
counsel of an attorney, trust officer of a bank, or someone skilled in 
estate planning.) 
WHAT IS ESTATE PLANNING? 
Estate planning is the process of making arrangements for the 
well-being of your family and the use of your property to accomplish 
desired objectives, particularly in the event of your death. It involves 
property owned, the way property is held, life insurance programs, 
social security provisions, other retirement programs, concern for 
your children's future, the various objectives which a husband and 
wife may have in mind, as well as other considerations. 
A plan that fits one family will not meet the needs of another. 
Each plan needs to be tailor-made to fit the particular circumstances 
surrounding each individual family. 
1 Extension Economist (farm management) , University of Nebraska. 
2Attorney-at-law, Wahoo, Nebraska. 
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Three Time Periods Involved 
An estate plan should provide for three different periods of time: 
(1) during your lifetime; (2) during the critical period immediately 
after your death; and (3) the longer run period of adjustment which 
follows. 
The first of these three time periods could actually be divided 
into two parts, i.e., the years when property is being accumulated 
and the years during vvh ich you may draw on your estate for 
retirement purposes or start distributing part of it to heirs. 
During the period immediately following your death, there will 
be financial demands on your estate to cover things such as costs of a 
last illness, funeral expenses, claims of creditors, estate administr-
ation costs, and state and federal taxes. Careful planning is needed to 
be reasonably certain there will be liquid assets available to meet 
these demands. Too often the estate is forced to sell some of its 
assets at a sacrifice to meet expenses. 
During the third period, the surviving spouse needs financial 
security. You may want to regulate the amount of property going to 
the wife and children or the time at which property is actually placed 
under their control. 
OBJECTIVES OF ESTATE PLANNING 
Objectives of families vary but some of the more common ones 
are: 
1. Provide for surviving spouse. 
2. Provide adequate income for the parents during retirement 
years. 
3. Transfer property to children or other heirs with maximum 
savings of taxes, legal fees, and court costs. 
4. Equitable (but not necessarily equal) treatment of heirs. 
5. Keep the farm (or other property) in the family. 
6. Help a son, daughter, or son-in-law get started in business. 
7. Make sure property goes where you want it to go. 
8. Provide for the education of minor children. 
9. Make arrangements for guardians for children. 
10. Provide enough readily available money to meet costs 
associated with estate settlement. 
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If one child plans to carry on the business, your plan should be 
designed to help him do so with a minimum of financial hardship 
consistent with equitable treatment of other heirs. If more than one 
of the heirs is to be directly and jointly involved in the farming 
operation, consideration should be given to where responsibility for 
management will rest. This need not be incorporated in the written 
plan unless desired. 
Insofar as possible, splintering off parcels of land should be 
avoided if the farm is to be kept in the family and operated by one 
of the heirs. However, you may want all of the children or other 
heirs to share in the mineral rights. 
WHO SHOULD MAKE AN ESTATE PLAN? 
Nearly everyone should make an estate plan . 
Far too often people take the attitude that there's no point in 
worrying about transferring property until death is imminent or at 
least not unti I one is about ready to retire. This is unfortunate. 
Suppose death occurred before you had made any kind of an estate 
plan-not even a will. Would you want your property distributed the 
way Nebraska state laws provide? Figure 1 summarizes the provisions 
of Nebraska state laws governing the distribution of property in the 
absence of a valid will. 
Unfortunately, many people associate estate planning with old 
age. This kind of thinking causes young people to shrug off any 
thought of developing an estate plan. They're young; they don't have 
much property; so why should they be concerned with estate 
planning? Especially when it costs money to have a will made or to 
carry insurance? 
Actually, however, there are several reasons why young couples 
need to be thinking about estate planning. 
In its broadest sense, estate planning includes the planning, 
decision-making, and implementation of ideas which affect the 
amount of property accumulated. For this reason, young couples 
could well afford to think about how property accumulates. Why is 
it that some people become wealthy and others never seem to be able 
to accumulate anything? Luck? Yes, but not entirely so by any 
means. The accumulation of property depends a great deal on good 
management in the home as well as in business. 
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Figure 1. Descent And Distribution Of Property In Nebraska If No Willis Made8 
THE DECEASED LEAVING RECIPIENTS UNPROVIDED FOR 
Husband or wife not the parent of Wife or Husband - 25% Father and mother, brothers and 
all the children of the deceased and Children and Issue of Deceased sisters, some lineal descendants and 
there are one or more children or Children - 75% next of kin, daughters-in-law, 
the issue of one or more. fri ends, charity, etc. 
Husband or wife , parent of all the Wife or Husband · 33 1/ 3% Father and mother, brothers and 
children of deceased, and there are Children and Issue of Deceased sisters, some lineal descendants and 
two or more children, or one child Children · 66 2/ 3% next of kin , daughters-in-law, 
and the issue of one or more. friend s, charity, etc. 
Husband or wife who is the parent Wife or Husband- 50% Father and mother , brothers and 
of 811 the children of the deceased Child or Issue of Deceased sisters, some lineal descendants and 
and there is o ril y one child or issue Child · 50% next of kin, daughters-in-law, 
of a deceased child. friends, charity, etc. 
Husband or wife, no children nor Wife or Husband - 50% Brothers and sisters, next of kin , 
issue of any deceased children. Father and Mother - 50% daughters-in-law, friends, charity, 
etc. 
Wife or Husband · 50% 
Hus_band or wife , no issue, no Brothers and Sisters and Children Some next of kin, daughters-in-law, 
father or mother . ~~~eceased Brothers and Sisters- fri ends, charity , etc. 
Husband or wife , no issue, no Wife or Husband - 50% Some next of kin, daughters-in-law, 
father , mother , brother or sister . Next of Kin - 50% friend s, and charity. 
Husband or wife , no issue, no Wife or Husband · 100% Daughters-i n-law, friends, charit y, 
father, no mother , no brother or etc. 
sister, nor other blood relative. 
No husband or wife. Chi ldren and Issue of Deceased Father and mother , brothers and 
Children · 100% sisters, some linea l descendants and 
next of kin, daughters-in-law, 
fri ends, charity , etc. 
No husbahd or wife or children. Lineal Descendants - 100% Brothers and sisters, some lineal 
descendants and next of kin, 
daughters-in-law, friends, charit y, 
etc. 
No husband or wife or issue. Father and Mother - 1 00% Brothers and sisters, next of kin , 
~:,.ughters-in- law, friends, charity, 
Brothers and Sisters and Children 
No husband, wife, issue, father or of Deceased Brothers and Sisters- Some next of kin, daughters-i n-law, 
mother. 100% friends, charity, etc. 
No husband, wife, issue, father , Next of Kin· 100% Daughters-in-law, friend s, charity , 
mo ther , brother , or sister. etc. 
No . husband, wife , issue, fat her ,- State - 100% Daughters- in-law, friends, charity, 
mother , brother , sister or next of etc. 
kin . 
NOTE : Personal property is distributed in the same way as real property, except for allowing fam ily support for 
a maximum of one year and for allowing the surviving spouse or children the wearing apparel, ornaments, 
household furniture, exempt property and other pro perty not to exceed $200 in value. Also, a surviving spouse 
may have an interest in a homestead. 
aTaken from .-n8teria l prepared by Henry Grether, Dean of Law College, University of Nebraska. 
There is a saying: "It takes money to make money." And 
whether we like it or not, there is a large element of truth in these 
words, particularly for farmers and ranchers. Figures 2 and 3 
illustrate how capital invested at various rates of interest accumu-
lates. 
The young couple who manages to save $1000 every year from 
age 25 to age 65 and can make this money earn at the rate of 7% will 
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Figure 2. Accumulated value of $1000 invested at different rates of interest if compounded 
annually. 
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Figure 3. A ccumulated value of $1000 invested eac h yea r for 10 or 20 years if compounded 
annually. 
have nearly $200,000. Had they started on their savings program 5 
years sooner, they would have had $285, 750! That extra $5000 
saved in those early years would make a difference of more than 
$85,000 in the size of their estate at retirement time. 
An adequate, judiciously chosen life insurance program can play 
an extremely important role in a young family's estate plan. In early 
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years when the amount of accumulated property is small, it can 
provide security for the surviving spouse and children. 
A will provides a young couple with the opportunity to have 
something to say about who will act as guardian for minor children. 
In this .day and age it is entirely possible that both the father and 
mother might be killed in an accident. If minor children are left, they 
will need a guardian. The law permits parents to nominate a guardian 
for' their children in their wills. Otherwise, the court will appoint a 
guardian. 
It's trtJe, of course, that many young couples don't own a lot of 
property. But this may make it all the more important that they have 
wills, particularly if there are small children to be raised and 
educated. When resources are limited, it may be extremely important 
for a surviving spouse to have complete access to whatever resources 
there are. A wi II which provides a carefully worked out plan for the 
use of available resources can be particularly valuable to a young 
mother left with small children. 
So, regardless of the amount of property owned and how it is 
held, there are several reasons why young people and especially 
young couples should give some thought to estate planning in its 
broadest sense. 
Everyone needs to give some thought to the financial needs of 
retirement years. If you have your house or property paid for, it 
doesn't require a large sum of money for living essentials provided 
your health stays good. Medicare and Medicaid are big helps but they 
may be insufficient in many instances. 
Consider the possibility that you, your spouse, or both of you 
may need to spend some time in a nursing home. How will you 
finance it? Through insurance? I nco me from property? Savings? A 
trust? There are a number of possibilities, but you need to think 
about them and plan accordingly. Costs associated with hospitals or 
nursing homes are high, particularly if a person needs intensive care. 
Aside from the effects of inflation, the amount of money needed 
to meet retirement needs depends on the rate of interest earned on 
savings and the amount which will be withdrawn each month or year. 
Table 1 shows the approximate number of dollars required to 
provide various levels of monthly income when savings are invested 
in one form or another to earn different rates of interest. These 
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figures assume that both the principal amount and the interest 
earnings would be used up in the time periods shown. 
To illustrate how the table can be used, let's suppose a couple 
estimates their retirement income needs at $300 a month for 10 
years. Their savings are earning at an annual rate of 6%. Locate the 
6% row in the ten year section of Table 1. Follow this row to the 
right until you come to the $300 a month column. There you see 
$27,059. This is the number of dollars, invested at 6%, which would 
provide an income of $300 a month for 10 years if both the interest 
earnings and the principal amount were completely used up in the 10 
year period. 
TABLE 1. Approximate amount of savings invested at various rates of interest (compound-
ed quarterlyl required to provide specified monthly incomes. 
Inter- Month tv income (dollars) Time est 
period rate 200 1 300 1 400 1 500 1 600 1 700 1 BOO I 900 I 1000 
5 years 5 10604 15905 21207 26509 31811 37113 42414 47716 53018 
6 10353 15529 20705 25882 31058 36234 41411 46587 51763 
7 10110 15166 20221 25276 30331 35386 40441 45497 50552 
8 9876 14814 19753 24691 29629 34567 39505 44443 49381 
9 9650 14475 19300 24125 28950 33775 ~600 4.3425 48250 
10 9431 14147 18863 23579 28294 33010 37726 42441 47157 
10 years 5 18874 28312 37749 47186 56623 66061 75498 84935 94372 
6 18039 27059 36079 45098 54118 63137 72157 81177 90196 
7 17257 25885 34513 43142 51770 60399 69026 77655 86283 
8 16523 24784 33045 41307 49568 57829 66091 74352 82614 
9 15834 23751 31668 39585 47502 55419 63336 71253 79170 
10 15187 22781 30374 37968 45562 53155 60749 68342 75936 
15 y ear s 5 25326 37989 50652 63315 75978 88640 1 01 303 11 3966 126629 
6 23746 35619 47493 59366 71239 83112 94985 106858 118732 
7 22308 33462 44616 55769 66923 78077 89231 100385 111539 
8 20996 31493 41991 52489 62007 73485 83982 94480 104978 
9 19797 29695 39593 49492 59390 69289 79187 89085 98984 
10 18700 28050 37399 46749 56099 65449 74799 84149 93499 
20 years 5 30358 45537 60716 75895 91074106253121432 136611 151790 
6 27984 41975 55967 69959 83951 97942 111934 125926 139918 
7 25878 38817 51756 64695 77634 90573103512 116451 129390 
8 24006 36009 48011 60014 72017 84020 96023 108026 120028 
9 22336 33504 44672 55840 67008 78176 89345 100513 111681 
10 20843 31265 41687 52108 62530 72952 83373 93795 104217 
25 years 5 34283 51425 68566 85708 102849 119991 137132 154274 171415 
6 31130 46695 62259 77824 93389 108954 124519 140084 155648 
7 28402 42602 56803 71004 85205 99406 113606 127807 142008 
8 26031 39047 52063 65079 78094 91110104126117141 130157 
9 23963 35945 47927 59909 71890 83872 95854 107835 119817 
10 22152 33227 44303 55379 66455 77530 88606 99682 110758 
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You may want to talk with your banker about how savings for 
retirement might best be invested. Savings need not be placed in an 
ordinary savings account. Savings accounts may not pay as high a 
return as investments in a business, bonds, common stocks, or 
mutual funds. But the safety of the savings account should be 
considered. 
A disadvantage of placing all of one's savings in bonds or savings 
accounts is that the purchasing power can be seriously eroded as a 
result of inflation. 
Although it hasn't been true during the last 5 or 6 years, 
investments in common stocks or mutual funds historically have 
provided a better hedge against inflation than savings accounts, thus 
helping preserve the purchasing power of retirement savings. The 
opposite effect may be realized, however, if withdrawals have to be 
made during periods when the stock market is depressed as in 1969 
or 1970. 
Investments in farm land have provided one of the best hedges 
against inflation during the last 25 to 30 years. 
It may be desirable to put part of your savings in a savings 
account, time certificates, or in bonds where the principal amount is 
protected and part in something like land, common stocks or mutual 
funds. Some consideration should be given to setting up a trust 
which, among other things, might provide for retirement needs. This 
would be a means of securing trained and experienced help in 
managing savings and other investments to the best advantage. 
Those who own large amounts of property have the more 
obvious reasons for estate planning. Estate taxes are assessed 
according to the size of the taxable estate; and the larger the taxable 
estate, the bigger the proportion collected as estate tax. Taxwise, 
then, it is important for families with large amounts of property to 
consider ways of reducing the size of the taxable estate. 
Those who have small to medium estates actually may have 
greater need to avoid estate taxes. The amount of their estate may be 
barely adequate to meet the basic needs of a surviving wife and 
children. Any amount taken away in the form of taxes would 
decrease the amount available for these basic needs. Hence, even 
though the actual number of tax dollars saved may not be as great as 
for larger estates, they are more critica I to the needs of heirs and so 
relatively more important. 
No one likes to pay taxes if he doesn't have to. Estate planning 
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can sometimes substantially reduce the amount of estate taxes which 
must be paid. For example, a farm couple who hold title to a farm as 
joint tenants might cause their children to pay considerably more 
estate taxes than would be necessary. A little time spent with an 
attorney at a comparatively nominal cost could result in tax savings 
of several thousand dollars on a $100,000 estate. 
HOW DO YOU MAKE AN ESTATE PLAN? 
The first thing you need to do is to sit down as a family and give 
some tho!Jght to your objectives. Think about them. Compare ideas. 
Write down these ideas as well as some of the problems you see so 
you'll be sure to have them in mind when you talk with your 
attorney. 
You can save yourself some money if you collect your thoughts 
before you go to the attorney so you won't take as much of his time. 
It will help too, if you can make out a complete list of the property 
you own as well as what you owe. (A separate publication, EC 
71 -855, "Property Statement and Family Objectives for Estate 
Planning," is designed for this purpose and can be obtained from 
your county agent or the Department of Agricultural Communica-
tions at the University of Nebraska.) Be sure to include the amount 
and kind of life insurance you have. Indicate how the title to 
property is held as well as who should have the property if you die. 
This helps your attorney get a grasp of your situation and an idea of 
what needs to be done. Useful forms are also included in Nebraska 
Extension Circular, EC 67-1189. 
At this point, you should be ready for your first visit to your 
attorney. No doubt it will be necessary to see him more than once; 
depending on how complicated your situation may be. 
INSTRUMENTS WHICH CAN BE USED IN ESTATE PLANNING 
There are a number of "tools" which can be used to accomplish 
objectives in estate planning. Your attorney will know which ones 
can be used to the best advantage in your case. 
Some of the more common "tools" are discussed here. Perhaps 
the one which comes to mind first whenever we talk about estate 
planning is a will. 
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Wills 
A wi II is a written instrument by which a person disposes of his 
property in the manner that he desires. A properly drawn will 
simplifies the distribution of an estate, avoids legal and financial 
tangles, and hastens settlement for the heirs.3 It can ·save taxes if 
carefully planned and, even more important, it can be used to assure 
more equitable treatment of family members. 
Two witnesses are required by Nebraska law. Generally, it is 
desirable to use individuals younger than the testator (person making 
the will) as witnesses since younger people are more apt to be living 
and available when the estate is probated. 
A testator has the privilege of designating an executor and an 
alternate executor in his will. If this is not done, the court will 
appoint an administrator. 
Similarly, a guardian can be designated in a will. This may be an 
important feature for young couples with children. If not designated 
in the will, one will be appointed by the court. 
In most cases, it is advisable for the wife, as well as the husband, 
to have a will . Terms and provisions of the wills should be 
coordinated and, in most cases, should be discussed with heirs. Such 
discussions help to avoid uncertainty and family strife at the time the 
will is carried out. 
A will can become outdated by changing economic and family 
conditions. It is vital that the maker review his will periodically to 
make any necessary revisions. 
If a new will is made it is important that any old will be 
destroyed. This wi II prevent controversy at the time of death as to 
which will should be probated or which will fulfills the decedent's 
intent. An addition or amendment to a will, called a codicil, may be 
executed without changing the old will. 
Different Ways of Holding Property 
Property can be held in various ways from a legal standpoint. 
Each has its place, no doubt, but the impact on the cost of 
transferring property can be considerable. 
Joint Tenancy. Joint tenancy, meaning joint tenancy with a right 
3see Nebra ska extensio n circular EC 67-1189 for additiona l discu ss ion of the use of will s. 
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of survivorship, is a method of holding title to property whereby 
each co-owner holds an undivided interest in the entire property. 
Upcn the death of one of the co-owners, his undivided interest is 
extinguished and the surviving joint tenants share the full ownership. 
This property does not have to be probated and is not subject to a 
will. It automatically passes to the survivor(s) at the death of one of 
the joint owners. However, property held in joint tenancy does not 
escape taxation by the state and federal governments. 
The Internal Revenue code requires that the entire value of joint 
tenancy property be a part of the taxable estate of the first joint 
tenant who dies unless it can be proven that the surviving joint 
tenant contributed all or a portion of the purchase price or that the 
property was received as a gift by the joint tenants, whereupon only 
the gift to the decedent would be included in his taxable estate. 
Estate taxes are assessed accordingly. 
Upon the death of one of the co-owners, the survivors assume 
full ownership with a minimum of expense, trouble and time. Joint 
tenancy ownership of the house in town, the family auto, or a bank 
account wi II enable the surviving wife or husband to have ownership 
and possession upon the death of the other party without going 
through probate or waiting for an estate settlement which would 
normally take 9 to 12 months if there are no complications. Thus, 
joint tenancy is desirable for the ownership of certain property. 
Many owners own only part of their property in joint tenancy, 
however, so a probate of the remainder of the estate is likely. 
Joint tenancy may suffice for many smaller estates, but in cases 
where larger estates are involved it might result in higher federal and 
state taxes. 
For example, Fred and Mary Farmer have a farm estate, 
including a jointly-held farm, with a gross value of $140,000 at the 
time of Fred's death. They have three children and Mary is 65 years 
old. Assume that the funeral expenses, administrative expenses, 
attorney fees, etc., total $10,000, leaving an adjusted gross estate of 
$130,000. One-half of this $130,000 may be deducted as a marital 
deduction.4 Sixty thousand of the remaining $65,000 may be 
deducted by federa I law si nee everyone is entitled to a $60,000 
specific exemption, leaving a taxable estate of $5,000. Thus, Mary 
4-rhe marital deduction has the genera l p urpose a nd effect of permitting a decedent to pass 
on to his or her surviving spa use approximate ly o ne- ha If the decedent' s esta t e free o f tax. 
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would have a federal estate tax of $150 to pay on Fred's taxable 
estate. (See Table 2 for rate schedule.) 
Then Mary dies. This is where the tax problems arise. Mary has 
not used up the estate and its gross value remains at $140,000. 
Again, we assume $10,000 of deductible expenses, leaving an 
adjusted gross estate of $130,000. Mary has a $60,000 specific 
exemption, but no marital deduction as the estate is passing to her 
children, not her husband. Thus, the children inherit a $130,000 
estate, $70,000 of which would be taxable. They would have to pay 
approxrmately $13,300 in state and federal taxes. 
Table 2. Federal estate tax rates as of 1973 a. 
If the federally taxable estate is: The tax shall be: 
Not over $5,000 . . . . . . . . . . 3% of the taxable estate . 
0 ver $5,000 but not over $1 0,000 . $150, plus 7% of excess over $5,000. 
Over $10,000 but not over $20,000 $500, plus 11 % of excess over $10,000. 
Over $20,000 but not over $31,000 $1,600, plus 14% of excess over 
$10,000. 
Owr $30,000 but not over $40,000 $3,000, plus 18% of excess over 
$20,000. 
Over $40,000 but not over $50,000 $4,800, plus 22% of excess over 
$40,000. 
Over $50,000 but not over $60,000 $7,000, plus 25% of excess over 
$50,000. 
Over $60,000 but not over $100,000 $9,500, plus 28% of excess over 
$60,000. 
Owr $100,000 but not over $250,000 $20,700, plus 30% of excess over 
$100,000. 
Over $250,000 but not over $500,000 . $65,700, plus 32"/o of excess over 
$250,000. 
Over $500,000 but not over $750,000 . $145,700, plus 
$500,000. 
35% of excess over 
Over $750,000 but not over $1,000,000 . $233,200, plus 37% of excess over 
$750,000. 
Over $1,000,000 but not over $1,250,000 $325,700, plus 39% of excess over 
$1,000,000. 
Over $1,250,000 but not over $1,500,000 •.. $423,200, plus 42% of excess over 
$1,250,000. 
Over $1,500,000 but not over $2,000,000 . $528,200, plu s 45% of excess over 
$1,500,000. 
Owr $2,000,000 but not over $2,500,000 . $753,200, plus 49% of excess over 
$2,000,000. 
Over $2,500,000 but not over $3,000,000 . $998,200, plus 53% of excess over 
$2,500,000. 
a/Rates on taxable amounts in excess of 3 million dollars not shown. 
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There may be other disadvantages to joint tenancy. 
A parent who puts title to property in joint tenancy with himself 
and a son or daughter as the joint tenants cannot recover the child 's 
half without the consent of the child. This could create an awkward 
situation and hard feelings. In addition, the son or daughter could 
sell their interest in the farm, creating a tenancy-in-common situation 
between incompatible parties. 
A parent holding property in joint tenancy with several children 
may find it difficult to use the property as collateral for a loan if the 
children refuse to sign a mortgage. 
There is a risk of unintentionally disinheriting children. If a 
surviving spouse remarries and places the property in joint tenancy 
with the second spouse and precedes the second spouse in death, the 
property would all go to the second spouse. Depending on the 
provisions of the second spouse's estate plan, the children of the 
original couple could be completely disinherited. 
If a man and wife holding property in joint tenancy and having 
no children are fatally injured, one may precede the other in death. 
If the wi II of the last to die is not adjusted following the death of the 
first spouse in light of the changed situation, the jointly held 
property could all go to the parents of the last to die, excluding the 
parents of the spouse who died first. 
The creation or termination of a joint tenancy between husband 
and wife may have gift tax implications. If the joint tenancy was 
created before 1955, the contribution made by a husband or wife 
toward the purchase of property constituted a gift at the creation of 
the joint tenancy to the extent that the contribution exceeded the 
value of the rights retained by the spouse making the contribution. 
For example, let's say Fred and Mary purchase a farm in 1948 
for $20,000 and place the farm in joint tenancy. Fred contributes 
$15,000 toward the purchase price from their joint bank account, 
and Mary adds $5,000 from some money she inherited from her 
father. Thus, Fred has contributed % of the purchase price and Mary 
only%. This assumes that Fred earned the money which was in the 
joint account. As joint tenants, Fred and Mary each could claim an 
undivided 1h interest in the property purchased. Thus, when Fred 
contributed $15,000 toward the purchase price, he made a gift of 
$5,000 to Mary. There would not be a gift at the termination of this 
joint tenancy since the gift took place at the creation of the joint 
tenancy. 
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If part of the money in the joint bank account had been earned 
by Mary and deposited in the joint account while she was teaching 
school or was otherwise employed outside the home, the amount of 
her earnings would have been considered in determining whether a 
gift was involved. 
Had Fred and Mary bought this same farm after December 31, 
1954, the results would have been different. In this case, there would 
not have been a gift from Fred to Mary at the creation of the joint 
tenancy, unless Fred, in the year in which the transaction took place, 
elected to treat the $5,000 as a gift. Assuming Fred did not elect to 
treat the $5,000 as a gift in the year when the joint tenancy was 
created, there would be a gift at the time the joint tenancy was 
terminated (except when terminated by death) if the portion of the 
proceeds received by Fred or Mary were larger than % and ~ 
respectively. 
Should Fred and Mary choose to change their method of holding 
this property from joint tenancy to tenancy-in-common, there would 
be a taxable gift to the extent that the value of Mary's % interest in 
the property as a tenant-in-common exceeded the value of the ~ 
interest which she had acquired by her original contribution. For 
purposes of determining the dollar value of the gift, the values of the 
Y2 and ~ interests are based on the value of the property when the 
joint tenancy is severed. 
The effects of the creation or termination of a joint tenancy on 
gift taxes are rather complicated and dependent upon the laws in 
effect at the time. Thus, a lawyer should be consulted to determine 
the gift tax effects in each situation. 
Tenancy-in-common. Mary and Fred (see preceding example) 
could have held their farm as tenants-in-common. Under this type of 
ownership each co-owner holds an undivided half interest in the 
property. This type of ownership is common and most courts will 
assume a tenancy-in-common unless the proper wording for a joint 
tenancy is used. A tenancy-in-common is frequently created when 
land is inherited among several heirs. If one of the owners dies, his 
share descends to his heirs through his will instead of to the surviving 
co-owners. 
If Mary and Fred held their property as tenants-in-common, Fred 
could have willed Mary the right to use his half of the property 
during the rest of her I ife (a I ife estate) 5 and ownership of the 
5s ee sect ion o n Life Estate for so me dangers assoc iated with use of a Life Estate provision. 
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property to the three children at Mary's death. Again, using the 
$140,000 as the gross value of the estate and assuming $10,000 of 
deductions, the adjusted gross value of Fred's estate would be 
$60,000. Mary's half, valued at $70,000, would not be included in 
Fred's estate. 
Thus, Fred's taxable estate would be $60,000 less his specific 
exemption of $60,000 or zero. There would be no federal estate tax 
or state inheritance tax. 
Mary would not have to pay tax on the half she already owned, 
nor is her I ife estate taxable. 
When Mary dies and her estate ($70,000 less assumed deductible 
expenditures of $1 0,000) passes to the children, she is entitled to a 
$60,000 specific exemption, so the children will have no federal 
estate tax to pay in this case either. State inheritance taxes on the 
children's inheritance from their mother would be approximately 
$300. Thus, owning the property as tenants-in-common instead of as 
joint tenants with rights of survivorship could save the children more 
than $12,000 in taxes on a relatively small estate. 
Mary should also have a will leaving Fred a life estate in her half 
of the farm with the remainder to the children. If Mary dies first and 
has no will, a third of her estate would- go to Fred, thus increasing 
the amount of his estate to more than the $60,000 specific 
exemption. The excess would be subject to tax. 
A disadvantage of the tenancy-in-common is that one of the 
co-owners could have the property physically divided or force it to 
be sold to receive his share of the proceeds. Usually this is not a 
problem between husband and wife, however. 
When property is owned in the form of tenancy-in-common, 
unequal contributions toward the maintenance or improvement of 
the property may cause hard feelings. This is more likely to be a 
problem when brothers, brothers-in-law or father and sons are the 
tenants-in-common. It is less apt to be a problem between husband 
and wife. 
Partnership. A partnership may aid in transferring property from 
one generation or one party to another. The son can secure an 
interest in either rea I or persona I property or both by gift or 
purchase, or as compensation for labor and management contributed 
to the partnership. The partnership is a very flexible ownership 
arrangement and may be handled in many ways in planning an estate. 
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The partnership's flexibility may be a disadvantage if it becomes 
unstable at the death of one of the partners. In this respect, it is 
similar to tenancy-in-common. At the death of a partner, the other 
partner may be forced to settle up, and distribute to the deceased 
partner's estate a share of the partnership assets. In a farm operation, 
this could result in the disruption or dissolution of the farm business. 
Such disruption could be avoided, however, if the deceased 
partner's heirs are bound to honor the partnership by a written 
provision in the partnership agreement. Such a provision would 
prevent much of the instability that may arise in settling the estates 
of the respective partners. 
A partnership is somewhat unique in that a partner may leave his 
share of the property to his partners with complete disregard for his 
spouse or family if he wishes. If the partners have made this 
arrangement, the spouse's statutory share under Nebraska's intestate 
laws means nothing. 
Corporations. The increasing size of farm business poses signifi-
cant problems in transferring property to the next generation. To 
minimize the effects of estate and inheritance taxes, farm families 
usually want to cut down on the amount of tax which might be 
assessed against their estate. 
One possibility is to make as much use of gift privileges as 
possible. Although it is theoretically possible to transfer small, 
undivided interests in the assets of a business regardless of the form 
of business organization, it is both awkward and costly to transfer 
ownership of land in parcels small enough to comply with the $3,000 
limitation on annual gifts. 
From this standpoint, incorporation has much to offer. Shares of 
stock provide a simple and convenient way for making property 
transfers by gift. They may be transferred without necessarily 
disrupting the continuity of the business and it is comparatively easy 
and much less costly to give away $3,000 worth of stock than 
$3,000 worth of real estate. 
In some instances, a son operating the family farm or working 
with his father may make substantial contributions to the value of 
the farm or business in one form or another. His contribution to the 
increased value of the business assets can be compensated by the 
transfer of shares of stock or by issuing him new, additional stock. 
A possible disadvantage of using a corporation may be that 
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minority shareholders can be "locked in" to the corporation, when 
they'd rather withdraw their portion of the estate. A plan could be 
developed, however, whereby those wishing to withdraw the value of 
their inheritance from the corporation could sell their shares to the 
corporation or other members of the family. Another possibility 
would be to allow them to sell their stock to outsiders after they had 
given the corporation or its individual stockholders a chance to buy 
the stock. 
In some instances, incorporation may simplify estate settlement. 
If land is owned in two or more states, a separate probate proceeding 
is generally required in each state. However, a single probate 
proceeding may be sufficient if the deceased simply owned stock in 
two or more states. 
The corporate structure does not offer any special freedom from 
death or gift taxes .. But the ease of transfer does facilitate the use of 
gifts for tax saving purposes. The formation of a corporation, like 
estate planning, calls for the help of an attorney. 
Life Estate 
If the value of property held in sole ownership or by tenancy-in-
common is large enough to more than offset the marital deduction 
and specific exemption, it would be subject to some federal estate 
tax if left to the surviving spouse. The value of this property would 
add to the estate of the remaining spouse and could greatly increase 
the amount of federal estate tax assessed against the remaining 
spouse's estate. This second taxation could be avoided or substanti-
ally reduced by the use of a life estate provision. 
Under this arrangement, a husband or wife would leave the 
surviving spouse the right to use property during the rest of the 
surviving spouse's lifetime but, upon his or her death, the property 
would go directly to the person or persons designated in the will of 
the first deceased. Thus the property does not become a part of the 
surviving spouse's estate and so is not subject to federal estate taxes 
assessed against his (or her) estate. 
There are some potential dangers associated with the use of a life 
estate provision. 
Since the person receiving the life estate interest usually does not 
expect to ever actually own the property, there is a danger that he 
(or she) might neglect it and fail to maintain its value. Such neglect 
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could result in a considerable lessening of the value of the property 
and thus infringe on the inheritance of those who were actually to 
receive the property. 
It should also be recognized that a life estate interest in property 
limits the salability of that property. The person to whom the 
property was actually willed could only sell the property subject to 
the life estate interest. Most buyers would be reluctant to buy 
property on these terms. It should be recognized, however, that the 
life estate interest could be purchased from the life tenant or 
voluntarily deeded by the life tenant to make the property 
merchantable. 
Power of Appointment 
The power of appointment is another means of adding flexibility 
to the estate plan. The future cannot be clearly foretold, so this 
power helps the owner avoid rigidity in the estate plan. The power of 
appointment may be given to whomever the testator chooses, but is 
often used in conjunction with a life estate for his wife. 
The will may state: "I hereby devise this half section of land to 
my wife for life, giving said wife the power to appoint that land to 
and among my children in any way as she sees fit." In this manner, 
the wife is given the responsibility to decide how to divide the land 
at a later time. One of the children may die, or become incapaci-
tated. Their financial status and needs may vary greatly or change 
after the testator's death. The husband has specified that the land 
must go to the children, which is the only restriction on the wife's 
power of appointment. The testator may also specify how the land 
will be dist-ributed if the spouse does not exercise her power of 
appointment. 
There is an a~vantage in using the life estate with a power of 
appointment as opposed to a life estate with a remainder interest. A 
remainder interest has a taxable value from the moment of death of 
the person who grants it. A power of appointment has no value to 
the person receiving the property until the power is exercised. If a 
remainder interest is left to the children with a life estate to the wife, 
and one of the children dies after the father has died but before the 
mother, estate tax will have to be paid on the child's remainder 
interest. Such is n.ot the case with the power of appointment, as the 
mother may decide how the property shall be divided among the 
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children living at her death if she exercised the power of appoint-
ment through her wi II. 
Trusts 
Trusts are being used more frequently as an estate planning tool 
than in years past. In many instances, people have avoided the trust 
because they considered it too complicated. Yet it need not be 
campi icated-no more than the person creating the trust wishes to 
make it. Actually, one of the advantages of trusts is flexibility. The 
maker can place all kinds of restrictions on the trust, or he can 
delegate broad powers to the trustee to deal with problems that are 
unforeseen at the time the trust is created. 
What is a trust? The basic ingredients are: 
1. A person (or persons) who creates the trust, known as the 
"settlor." 
2. Trust property, known as the "corpus." 
3. A person or institution who administers the trust, known as 
the "trustee." 
4. The person or persons who ultimately receive the trust 
property, known as the "beneficiaries." 
A trust is created by transferring legal title of the corpus (trust 
property) to a trustee, who manages the property and administers 
the trust for the benefit of your chosen beneficiaries. The trustee 
should be one in whom you have confidence. He is required by law 
to act in the best interest of the beneficiaries, consistent with the 
terms of the trust agreement. 
The trustee may be a trust company, bank, or adult individual. A 
trust company or trust department of a bank has the advantage of 
the certainty of its existence, and continuity of management and 
accounting services. However, some people would prefer to use 
family members or acquaintances whom they are confident have the 
ability, interest, and knowledge of the trust property to do a good 
job of managing. In some instances, it may be desirable to use a trust 
company or division of a bank and a friend or relative as co-trustee. 
Trustee fees may be provided for in the trust instrument, but 
must always be approved by the court as fair and reasonable. 
In general, trusts provide security for your beneficiaries and 
insure competent management of your business even after you are 
gone. This is invaluable in cases where the wife or heirs have little 
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management ability or are not interested in the farming business. In 
the event of a sudden death, a trustee would be able to provide 
minors with income until they are ready to take over management. 
There are two major categories of trusts, living and testamentary. 
In a living trust, the corpus is actually placed in trust while the 
settlor is alive. If the settlor retains the right to terminate the trust 
and receive the property back, it is a revocable living trust. If the 
trust instrument provides that the property cannot be taken back, 
then it is an irrevocable I iving trust. 
A testamentary trust is provided for in ·a will and does not come 
into existence, of course, until the death of the settlor. 
Some characteristics of and reasons for particular trust arrange-
ments are: 
Revocable Living Trust 
1. Does not remove trust property from settlor's estate and 
therefore do.es not reduce death taxes. 
2. May provide income for a child, aged parent, or other relative 
for a specified time. Income taxation may also be transferred from 
settlor to the beneficiary, who may be in a lower income tax bracket. 
A good example of how this may be used to advantage is a 
"Clifford-type trust." If this trust is set up for at least ten years and 
certain requirements are met, the settlor could send his children to 
college on income from the trust, have the income taxed to the 
children who are in a lower tax bracket, and receive the trust 
property back after the children have received their education. 
3. Can save time and cost of probate if trust is not revoked prior 
to death of settlor. 
4. Settlor is relieved of management responsibilities. 
5. If plan of distribution is being carried out during his lifetime, 
settlor can see how plan is working, and make adjustments in his 
estate plan accordingly. 
Irrevocable Living Trust 
1. Does remove trust property from settlor's estate and does 
reduce death taxes if settlor survives the transfer by three years. 
There are gift implications when this property is placed in trust. Gift 
tax exemptions and exclusions may be utilized. 
2. May transfer income taxation from settlor to trust or 
beneficiaries. 
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3. Will eliminate need for and cost of probate. 
4. Cannot be revoked or changed by settlor after creation. 
Testamentary Trust 
1. Comes into being with probate or settlor's will. 
2. Does not reduce probate costs or death taxes of settlor. 
3. Useful for protection of minor, handicapped, or wasteful 
heirs. 
4. Can add flexibility to estate plan by granting trustee 
discretionary powers to deal with needs and problems of beneficiary. 
5. May reduce probate costs and death taxes for second 
generation beneficiaries. For example, trust may provide for children 
to receive only that portion of the income and trust property 
necessary for living expenses, education, etc., with remainder to go 
to grandchildren at children's death. Grandchildren would save the 
taxes and probate costs which would otherwise have been incurred at 
the death of the children. 
6. Can insure competent management of your business even 
after your death, which may be invaluable in situations where a wife 
or heirs have little management ability or interest in the business. 
The flexibility of any trust may be demonstrated by the 
following typical provisions: 
"If because of any emergency, misfortune, illness, circumstances, 
or conditions generally, the income from the trust estate should not 
be sufficient for the reasonable support and maintenance of my 
surviving wife, after taking into consideration any other resources, 
reasonably available to her, the trustee in its sole discretion shall 
expend so much of the principal of the trust estate as may be 
necessary for the necessities and reasonable requirements of such 
beneficiary. Trustee shall in any event, make available to my 
surv1vmg wife, sufficient income or principal to enable her to 
maintain a standard of living befitting a widow in her circum-
stances." 
7. The marital deduction trust is a form of testamentary trust 
often used to reduce estate taxes and ensure support of the surviving 
spouse. In general, the settlor provides in his will that the surviving 
spouse shall receive fifty percent of his gross estate (to take 
maximum advantage of the marital deduction). The trust instrument 
wi II then provide that the other fifty percent is to be put into a 
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separate trust and may be used, if necessary, to support the surviving 
spouse. At the surviving spouse's death, the second trust goes to the 
beneficiary named in the predeceased spouse's will. This arrangement 
ensures the maximum use of the marital deduction to achieve estate 
tax savings and the support of the surviving spouse, and at the same 
time, ensures competent management for the entire estate of the first 
to decease. 
In setting up a trust, it is essential for your legal counsel to 
determine your primary objective in order to draft the type of trust 
instrument to fulfill your needs. If immediate estate tax savings are a 
dominant purpose, an irrevocable trust is necessary and the settlor 
must, in turn, part with the management and control over the 
property placed in such a trust. 
Before discarding the idea of using a trust because of its seeming 
complexities, discuss its possible advantages with your attorney to 
see if it can be useful in your estate plan . 
Life Insurance 
Life insurance has many uses in estate planning. It incresases the 
estate of the owner and adds to the security of its beneficiaries. It 
can be used to provide badly needed cash to meet the financial needs 
associated with the settlement of an estate. It can provide retirement 
income for you or your spouse, money to educate the children or 
money to pay off a mortgage. It can a I so be used to offset bequests 
of land or other property, thus helping keep a business unit together 
in the hands of an operating heir. 
As an example of the latter, a father might leave a quarter section 
of land to one son which is valued at $50,000. To treat another son 
or daughter somewhat comparably, he might take out a $50,000 life 
insurance policy with the second son or daughter as the beneficiary. 
Such an arrangement should be reviewed from time to time since 
inflation could result in a substantial increase in the value of land but 
have no effect on the amount of the insurance, thus resulting in 
unequal treatment of the beneficiaries at the time of death. 
To use insurance to the best advantage, the advice of a good 
insurance counselor as well as that of your attorney may be 
desirable. 
Contrary to what many people believe, however, the entire 
amount of the decedent's life insurance is part of the decedent's 
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estate tax for federal estate purposes, if he had the incidents of 
ownership of the policy. These incidents include the right to change 
the beneficiary, to borrow against the policy, to select the method of 
settlement, and the right to the cash surrender value. The only way 
to avoid having the insurance proceeds included in the estate is to 
have someone else own the policy with the decedent having npne of 
the incidents of ownership. Insurance proceeds are not included in 
the gross estate for state inheritance or estate tax purposes, unless 
the policy is payable to the estate of the insured. 
Life insurance policies should be reviewed periodically due to 
rapid developments of new policies and changing family conditions. 
Sale by Contract 
The usual sale by contract may involve the sale of land or other 
property to a son or son-in-law for a definite price payable in 
installments for a definite number of years. Legal title may remain in 
the seller as security until the final installment is paid or until some 
specified portion is paid when a mortgage would be taken as security 
for remaining payments. 
The installment land contract is a useful estate planning device 
for several reasons. Through a family installment sale, a son may be 
able to set up a going business with incentive to improve the farming 
operation. The sale relieves the parents of management responsibili-
ties and can provide steady income for retirement. Sale at a fair 
market price eliminates gift tax questions. To the extent that the 
price is less than the market, a gift would be involved which would 
be charged against the limitations on gifts. 
There may also be income tax advantages to the sellers. They are 
taxed upon payments received only to the extent that they represent 
capital gain. If the buyer's payment in the first year is less than 30% 
of the sale price, the capital gain may be prorated over the future 
installment period. 
Occasionally an installment contract is drawn up with no 
mention of interest or with a specified interest rate of less than 4%. 
In such cases, the Internal Revenue Service assumes that the total 
dollar amount indicated in the contract includes interest at a 4% rate. 
This provision and its consequences should be recognized in drawing 
up any installment contract. 
The following illustration shows how the 4% rule can affect the 
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tax consequences. A sells property to 8 under an installment 
contract which provides that 8 is to make a down payment of 
$11,600 (29% of $40,000) and make payments at the end of each 
succeeding year of $2,840 for 10 years. No interest is provided for in 
the contract. 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) assumes that interest, even 
though unstated, was part of the total amount and that the rate was 
4%. Using IRS discount tables, interest on the outstanding balance 
over the 10 year period amounts to $6,537.20. Thus, they would say 
that the total amount of $40,000 included $6,537.20 interest and 
that the actual sale price of the property was therefore $40,000 less 
the $6,537.20 or $33,462.80. The $11,600 was thus more than 30% 
of the selling price of $33,462.80 and the transaction was not eligible 
for treatment as a contract sale. As a result, all of the capital gains 
tax on the sale would be due in the year of sale and a portion of each 
succeeding payment would be considered interest income or ordinary 
income for the seller and would represent an interest expense for the 
buyer. 
There are other potential problems with contract sales. Family 
disputes may arise. The buyer may die before the contract is 
completed or he may default on his payments for other reasons. 
These problems can be minimized by setting out the complete 
agreement in writing so that both parents (seller) and son (buyer) are 
certain of their rights and obligations. 
If there is a capital gain involved and the parents die before the 
payments are completed, income tax on the remaining portion of the 
capital gain would be due in the years payments are received. If there 
is only oneheirthe unpaid portion of the capital gains tax becomes 
due in the year the parents die. 
Any payments still due at the time of the parents' death would 
become part of their estate. 
It should be recognized, of course, that any appreciation in the 
value of the land accrues to the son once the contract for sale is 
negotiated unless it specifically provides otherwise. 
Gifts 
Those who have sizable estates may wish to make use of gifts as a 
means of transferring property to the next generation. The law 
permits each person to give $3,000 worth of property away annually 
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to each of as many donees as he wishes without being subject to the 
federal gift tax provided the gifts are complete (no strings attached) 
and are not held to be in comtemplation of death. 
Gifts made within three years of death are considered by the 
Internal Revenue Service to be in contemplation of death and would 
be considered part of the donor's estate unless it can be proved that 
the gifts were not made in contemplation of death. This could be 
difficult to do unless prior steps have been taken to establish 
acceptable court evidence that the donor was in good health and had 
a life expectancy of more than three years at the time the gifts were 
made. 
Thus, a parent can give $3,000 to each of his children, his 
grandchildren, or others on an annual basis, thereby reducing the 
amount of his estate. His spouse can make similar gifts or can give 
consent so that a total of $6,000 can actually be given to each child 
on an annual basis without being subject to the federal gift tax. 
In addition, both the husband and wife have a cumulative 
lifetime gift exemption of $30,000 (or $60,000 between them). This 
does not include the amounts given away which fall within the 
annual $3,000 limitation. (See discussion of gift aspects of creating 
or terminating joint tenancies or tenancies-in-common, page 11.) 
Gifts to any single donee in excess of the $3,000 limitation count 
toward the $30,000 lifetime exemption. Once the $30,000 lifetime 
exemption has been reached, federal gift taxes become applicable to 
any portion of a gift in excess of $3,000 annually. A gift tax report 
should be filed whenever a gift to a single individual or donee 
exceeds $3,000 in a given year. 
In addition, there is a mar ita I exemption of gifts between spouses 
of one-half of the value of the gift. 
The federal gift tax is a tax upon the act of making a gift during 
one's lifetime and is based on the market value of property 
transferred. The tax is imposed upon the donor or person making the 
gift; but if the donor fails to pay the tax when due, it falls upon the 
donee, or receiver of the gift. Gift tax rates are three-fourths of 
federal estate tax rates (see Table 2). Due to exemptions, consider-
able wealth can be given away tax free during one's lifetime. 
Keogh Act 
A new tool in estate planning was made possible by the passage 
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of the Keogh Act in 1963. Under its provision, self-employed farmers 
can set aside a portion of their earned income for retirement 
purposes and thereby defer income tax payments until after age 65. 
Provisions of the act have only remote and indirect bearing on 
federa I estate or gift taxes but they do make it possible for a farmer 
to (1) build up a fund which can be drawn on for retirement income, 
and (2) reduce his income tax payments during his lifetime, thereby 
making it possible to add more to his estate. 
Social Security 
Social security also needs to be considered in developing an 
estate plan. It provides: (1) some money at the time of death to help 
defray expenses associated with the insured's death; (2) money to 
the widow for care and support of minor children; and (3) retirement 
income. All three have a bearing on important aspects of an estate 
plan. Medicare can help tremendously in preventing the erosion of 
savings in the event of sickness. 
Annuities 
Property can be sold to a son who pays for it by purchasing a 
commerical annuity for the parents equal to the property's purchase 
price. The insurance company would pay a guaranteed income to the 
parents upon their attaining retirement age. Private annuities may 
a I so be used to transfer property . The giver transfers property to the 
recipient in exchange for the latter's promise to pay the giver a 
certain annual income for life or for some specified period of years. 
Upon the giver's death the value of the annuity remainder would 
become part of his estate and thus subject to estate taxes and 
probate expenses. 
DETERMINING THE TAXABLE ESTATE 
The gross value of an estate for federal estate tax purposes 
includes: 
1. The market value at date of death of all property owned on 
a sole ownership basis. 
2. The market value of the appropriate share of property 
owned as tenants-in-common. 
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3. The full value of property owned in joint tenancy less any 
portion that did not originate with the decedent. 
4. Property given away within three years before death if given 
in contemplation of death. 
5. Property given away during life if the decedent retained 
some interest in or control over the property. 
6. Property given away in which the decedent kept a life estate 
for himself. 
7. Property over which the decedent had a power of appoint-
ment which he could have exercised in favor of himself, his creditors, 
or his estate. 
8. The amount of insurance payable to the estate. 
9. The amount of insurance on the life of the decedent payable 
to beneficiaries if the decedent had any ownership rights in the 
policy. 
10. The value of payments to be received by a surviving 
beneficiary under an annuity contract if the decedent,·at the time of 
death, had the power to designate who should receive future 
payments. 
Deductions are allowed to the extent of: debts; funeral expenses; 
costs of administering the estate ; losses due to fire, storm, other 
casualty, or theft during settlement of the estate; the amount of 
money left to charitable, religious, or educational organizations; and 
the amount of property passing to a surviving spouse (not to exceed 
one-half the adjusted gross estate, i.e., the marital deduction). 
In addition, the Internal Revenue Code permits a $60,000 
exemption for every estate. 
Credits are also allowed for state inheritance taxes paid, gift taxes 
paid by the decedent on property included in the gross estate, 
foreign death taxes paid, and a sliding scale for federal estate taxes 
paid within the last 10 years on the transfer of property included in 
this estate. 
The federal estate tax is computed by applying the rates in Table 
~ to the value of the federally taxable estate (gross estate less 
deductions, credits, and $60,000 exemption.) 
STATE INHERITANCE TAXES 
In general, all property which passes by will or by the intestate 
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laws of Nebraska, is subject to the state inheritance tax. For the 
purpose of inheritance tax, property should be valued at the amount 
of money which it would produce if offered and sold for cash at the 
time of the decedent's death. 
An important exemption from taxable property is life insurance 
on the decedent payable to a named beneficiary. Debts, funeral 
expense, and expenses of administration are deductible. No interest 
is charged if the tax is paid within 16 months from the date of the 
death of the decedent. If the decedent inherited the property within 
the five years preceding his death from a person who died within 
these five years, then the property is exempt from inheritance tax to 
the extent that this tax was actually assessed and paid upon the 
previous death. The rate schedule for Nebraska's inheritance tax is 
shown in Table 3. 
Although this tax is called a "state inheritance tax", the amount 
of the tax is actually paid to the county in which the property is 
located, if it is real estate, or to the county where the decedent 
resided, if it is personal property. 
Table 3. Ratl! schedule for Nebraska's inheritance tax. 
Transferee (exemption rates apply to each heir individually) 
Father, mother, husband, wife, child 
brother, sister, etc. 
(close relatives) 
Uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, or 
deScendant of the same 
(remote relatives) 
All other cases 
Up to $10,000 
Over $10,000 
Up to $2,000 
Over $2,000 and not 
exceeding $60,000 
Over $60,000 
Up to $500 
Over $500 and not 
exceeding $5,000 
Over $5,000 and not 
exceeding $10,000 
Over $10,000 and not 
exceeding $20,000 
Over $20,000 and not 
exceeding $50,000 
Over $50,000 
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Rate 
none 
1% 
none 
6% 
9% 
none 
6% 
9% 
12% 
15% 
18% 
To illustrate how the rates shown in Table 3 apply, let's assume 
there is an estate of $150,000 of which $80,000 is to go to the 
mother (wife of the deceased), $30,000 to each of two children, 
$5,000 to a nephew, and $2,500 to each of two former employees. 
The state inheritance taxes payable are as follows: 
Mother-$80,000 less $10,000 = $70,000 x 1% = $700 tax. 
Child A-$30,000 less $10,000 = $20,000 x 1% = $200 tax. 
Child B-$30,000 less $10,000 = $20,000 x 1% = $200 tax. 
Nephew-$5,000 less $2,000 = $3,000 x 6% = $180 tax. 
Former employee No. 1-$2,500 less $500 = $2,000 x 6% = $120 
tax. 
Former employee No. 2-$2,500 less $500 = $2,000 x 6% = $120 
tax. 
STATE ESTATE TAX 
There is state estate tax, although there often is no state estate 
tax due when a person dies. It is a tax to prevent death taxes from 
flowing to the federal government if they can be retained by the 
State. The federal estate tax allows a credit for a maximum amount 
of state tax on a given estate. Nebraska requires that if the state 
inheritance tax paid on your estate does not meet this maximum 
amount allowed by federal statute then the difference between the 
federal allowable tax and the state inheritance tax shall be paid to 
the State of Nebraska. 
For example, if the Federal Estate Tax allows $400 for state 
taxes (based on the value of your estate) and you pay only $300 of 
state inheritance tax, then state estate tax would be due in the 
amount of the difference, in this case $100. The State Estate Tax is 
due within 16 months of death. 
STATE LAWS OF INHERITANCE 
Those who fail to make a will inadvertently have some estate 
planning done for them. In the absence of a will, state laws govern 
how a decedent's property shall be divided (see Figure 1). 
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STEPS IN PROBATING AN ESTATE 
The following steps are not a comprehensive list of all that must 
be done to settle an estate. However, they serve to alert the 
deceased's family, executor, or administrator to some of the 
procedures that must be carried out and that can be expected 
following a death of someone who has an estate. 
A. Before actual probate proceedings begin 
1. Before the funeral, the family should notify and consult with 
the attorney who, in their opinion, will be handling the estate. He 
must begin his task of gathering information, counseling the family, 
and taking care of any emergencies brought about by the death. The 
attorney and the executor, if known, may appreciate the opportu-
nity to contact relatives, who may have come great distances to 
attend the funeral and are faced with the necessity of returning 
shortly to their homes and jobs, concerning possible estate settle-
ment problems. The actual choice of the attorney is made by the 
executor or administrator. 
2. The will should be checked before the funeral for provisions 
regarding the funeral or other matters that need immediate attention. 
If an executor is named in the wi II, he should be notified before the 
funeral. 
3. Under certain circumstances, particularly if there is no will, 
no real estate involved, and no controversy among the heirs regarding 
the decedent's property, it may not be necessary to probate the 
estate. Check with your attorney. 
B. Probate proceedings 
1. The will is filed with the County Court. It is the duty of the 
executor named in the will (assuming that he is aware that he was 
designated as executor) to ' present the wi II to the County Court 
within 30 days of the death of the testator and to accept or refuse 
his appointment as executor by writing filed in the court within the 
same 30-day period. Likewise, it is the duty of anyone possessing a 
will of the decedent to deliver it to the County Court within 30 days 
of death . 
In the absence of a will, an administrator would be appointed by 
the County Court within this same 30-day period. 
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2. A petition to probate the will is filed, normally by the named 
executor. The County Judge will issue an order fixing the time and 
place for the hearing on the petition and notice of the hearing will be 
published in a local newspaper three consecutive weeks 
3. A witness to the will shall be subpoenaed to give testimony as 
to the proof of the will; one witness is enough if the will is not 
contested. 
4. An order admitting the will to probate is issued by the 
County Court. 
5. Once the will has been proved and admitted to probate, the 
County Judge will fix the amount of the bond that he will require of 
the executor or administrator. The amount of the bond will be fixed 
at a sum which the County Judge deems reasonable under the 
circumstances to insure that the executor or administrator fulfills his 
duties to the heirs, creditors, and to the court. 
If the executor is found to be legally competent, the court will 
issue a legal document called Letters Testementary to the executor 
upon receipt of the bond and oath of the executor. (These would be 
Letters of Administration if there was no will.) 
6. If there is a minor child, a guardian must be appointed to 
protect his interests during probate. This may be done through a 
petition for guardianship by relatives or other interested parties. In 
the absence of such persons, the petition could be initiated by the 
county. A hearing or the appointment of a guardian may be held but 
is not required. 
7. The executor or administrator is required to file within two 
months after the issuance of the Letters Testementary or Letters of 
Administration an inventory of real and personal estate which has 
come to his knowledge and any cause of action on which he has the 
right to sue. He will also attempt to collect all debts owed to the 
deceased. 
8. When the executor has made an inventory, the County Court 
will appoint one or more disinterested persons to appraise the items 
in the inventory. The appraisal fees are paid by the estate. 
9. The County Judge will give notice to creditors through the 
local newspaper for three successive weeks, concerning the date for 
hearing claims against the deceased. Such notice must be given within 
40 days after the issuance of the Letters Testementary. A common 
practice is to set the last claim three months after the issuance of the 
letters. 
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10. A petition may be filed to set apart exempt personal 
property if there is any d;;mger that debts will exceed the estate. 
Nebraska law provides that the widow is allowed to exempt certain 
property from the assets of the estate: 
a. All wearing apparel and ornaments and household furni-
ture of the deceased. 
b. All property that was exempt to the deceased, at the time 
of his death, from levy or sale upon execution or attachment. 
Exempt property includes personal belongings, and the family's 
homestead. 
c. Other personal property to be selected by the surviving 
spouse, not to exceed $200 in value. 
d. A reasonable allowance for the maintenance of herself and 
any children. 
11. At the same time, the executor may file a petition for a 
reasonable allowance for the support of a spouse or children during 
the probate. 
12. The federal estate tax return must be filed when the 
decedent's gross estate exceeds a value of $60,000 as of the date of 
death. State inheritance and estate tax liability will also be 
determined amd must be paid within 16 months of death. . 
13. It will be necessary to obtain a statement from the County 
Treasurer certifying the status of personal property taxes. Any 
amounts due and payable must be paid before the estate can be 
settled. 
14. The executor files his final reports and accounts. 
15. The notice of hearing to allow final reports of petitions for 
distribution will then be published in a local newspaper for three 
successive weeks. If the court is satisfied, an order allowing final 
report and petition for distribution will then be published in a local 
newspaper for three successive weeks. If the court is satisfied, an 
order allowing final report and petition for distribution will be 
granted. 
16. After distribution, the executor obtains a receipt from each 
heir. 
17. Upon filing of the final account and final receipts from heirs, 
the executor will be given a final discharge. 
Probate procedure and the estate settlement require the attor-
ney's knowledge of many laws. An attorney can also be of great 
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assistance in counseling the executor and the heirs as to their duties 
and rights. 
Nebraska laws permit a waiver of administration for small estates, 
where certain requirements are met. The main requirements are that 
the estate be exempt from attachment, and that the decedent's 
property is not I iable for payment of the decedent's debts. 
The length of time for probating small, uncontested estates is 
generally about five to seven months, allowing for reasonable 
continuances in court hearings to accommodate lawyers, family 
members and other concerned individuals, and the court. 
Larger, more complex estates may require from one to two years 
or longer, depending on the problems incurred, and how well the 
estate was planned. 
COSTS OF SETTLING ESTATES 
Your will should give the executor instructions regarding what he 
can do when he probates your estate. If you do not, the executor is 
going to question whether he has the right to do certain things such 
as sell, mortgage, or lease property. If the executor is not sure of his 
rights, it will be necessary for him to go to the court and get 
permission for action he may wish to take. Every time the executor 
goes to court, it will cost your estate money. So list in detail the 
powers you want the executor to have. 
In planning your estate, the costs of transfers must be anticipat-
ed. Many of these costs must be paid in cash shortly after the death. 
Expenses of the last illness, funeral and burial costs, outstanding 
debts and claims, taxes and costs of administration must be paid 
before the property transfer is fully effected. 
Court Costs 
Court costs are fees paid to the clerk of the district court for the 
services performed by that office. An appraisal of property may be 
made to establish value for Nebraska inheritance tax purposes. The 
appraisal fees are part of the court costs. Conflicts among heirs over 
distribution of property, sale of property to pay debts, partition 
actions to divide property, and similar actions will increase the costs. 
On the whole, court costs are a very sma II part of the estate 
settlement costs. 
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Administrator and Executor Fees 
The person who serves as administrator or executor of the estate 
is entitled to a fee for his services. Fees are fixed by statute and must 
be approved by the court. The fee schedule, unless provided for in 
the will, is: 5% on the first $1,000, 2%% on the next $4,000 and 2% 
on the excess. The court may allow additional fees for extraordinary 
expenses for services. 
Attorney Fees 
The executor or administrator hires an attorney to handle the 
legal duties in administering the estate, and he is paid by the estate. 
As a general rule, attorney fees can be expected to amount to 
somewhere between 2 and 5% of the estate involved. If the estate is 
complicated, requiring an unusually large amount of the attorney's 
time, fees will undoubtedly be higher. 
Fees are slightly less for jointly owned property which does not 
have to be probated. Additional charges would be made also if the 
attorney performs any extraordinary services such as defending the 
estate in the event of a contested claim. 
Bond Costs 
The administrator or executor must usually give a bond before 
undertaking his duties. These costs are paid from the estate. The 
amount of the bond is set by the court and is usually an amount 
equal to the value of the personal property of the estate plus the 
estimated gross annual income of the estate during administration. 
If individuals, such as other heirs, serve as surety on the bond, no 
cost need be incurred. Otherwise, if the bond is secured by a 
professional surety company, the charge would be about $4 for each 
$1,000 up to $100,000, and a lesser rate thereafter. 
Importance of Liquidity 
Estate settlement costs generally require payment rather prompt-
ly after death. In addition, federal estate taxes are due within 9 
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months after death, and Nebraska inheritance taxes are due within 
16 months after death. 
In estimating the availability of cash or readily convertible assets, 
you should consider ordinary debts that are payable, prospective 
taxes, and the estate settlement costs. The total of these offers a 
rough guide in forecasting the need for liquid assets. 
EXAMPLES OF TAX CONS.EQUENCES 
Example No. 1: Estate of $146,000 plus insurance 
The family consists of father, mother, two sons, and a daughter. 
Father is 55; mother, 50; the older son, 27, is married, and an 
electrical engineer. The daughter, 23, is married to a doctor. The 
younger son is 18 and interested in farming. 
Assets 
Farm, 240 acres, bought in 1945 for $125 an acre. 
The wife contributed no money. Now valued 
at $400 an acre. 
Husband and wife hold in joint tenancy 
Machinery and equipment 
Average grain inventory .... . . 
Livestock . ....... . .... . 
Bank account held in joint tenancy 
U.S. bonds in husband's name ... 
Life insurance on husband with wife as beneficiary, 
owned by husband . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Life insurance on wife with husband as beneficiary, 
owned by husband 
TOTAL ASSETS ..... . ......... . 
Debts 
Mortgage on farm 
Accounts payable 
TOTAL DEBTS 
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Value 
. 96,000 
. 23,000 
.. 7,500 
. 10,000 
.3,500 
.. 6 ,000 
. 10,000 
. . 3,000 
.$159,000 
. 10,000 
.. 2,000 
. 12,000 
Future Liabilities 
Estate costs at the death of the husband 
(exclusive to taxes) . . . . . . . . . 
Estate costs at the death of the wife (assuming 
she survives her husband) ....... . 
TOTAL FUTURE LIABILITIES .. . . . 
.8,000 
.8,000 
$16,000 
Based on the above assets, this is the father's taxable estate: 
Taxable 
Farm ($96,000 less $10,000 mortgage) 
Machinery, equipment, household furniture and 
personal belongings 
Grain .... . 
Livestock .. . 
Bank Account 
Bonds 
I nsura nee ... 
TOTAL GROSS ESTATE 
Less accounts payable 
Balance ........ . .. . 
Less Estate Expenses . . . . . 
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE 
Less mar ita I deduction . . . . . 
Balance . . .......... . 
Less $60,000 specific exemption 
TAXABLE ESTATE .... 
Value 
$86,000 
. 23,000 
.. 7,500 
. 10,000 
.. 3,500 
.. 6,000 
. 10,000 
.$146,000 
.. -2,000 
.$144,000 
. .-8,000 
.$136,000 
. -68,000 
. $68,000 
. -60,000 
.. $8,000 
What would happen to this estate if the family had no estate plan 
and the father died without a will? 
First, the mother would receive all the property that was held in 
joint tenancy. This would be the farm and bank account. She would 
also receive the $10,000 life insurance. The remaining property, after 
payment of accounts, taxes, and expenses, would pass by Nebraska's 
laws of descent. This means that in this estate the mother would 
receive one-third of all the personal property and the children would 
receive two-thirds. This two-thirds would be divided evenly three 
ways. The personal property includes: equipment and machinery, 
household furniture, and personal belongings, grain, livestock, and 
bonds. 
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Second, there would be federal estate tax due on $8,000 of the 
estate. A wife can inherit as much as ha If the adjusted gross estate 
without tax (marital deduction) and the estate is allowed, in 
addition, a $60,000 lifetime exemption. The federal estate tax on 
$8,000 would be $360. There would be no state inheritance tax on 
the property going to the children since Nebraska allows each of 
these heirs a $10,000 exemption. The state inheritance tax on the 
mother's share of the personal property would be approximately 
$175. Tota I tax after the father's death would be about $535. 
What are the taxes at the mother's death? 
If the mother does not remarry and survives her husband by 10 
years, and the size of the estate does not change substantially, her 
taxable estate might be: 
Farm .............. . ... . . 
Persona I property . . . . . . . . . . 
Cash from husband's insurance (what is left) 
Insurance on her life (policy owned by her) 
TOTAL GROSS EST ATE 
Less accounts payable 
Balance ........... . 
Less estate costs ....... . 
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE 
Less $60,000 specific exemption 
TAXABLE ESTATE ..... 
Taxable Estate 
$96,000 
. 20,000 
.. 5,000 
.. 3,000 
124,000 
.. 1,000 
123,000 
. .8,000 
115,000 
. 60,000 
. 55,000 
She is entitled to a $60,000 specific exemption. Federal tax of 
$8250 would be paid on $55,000. The State tax would be $768. 
Total at the mother's death would be $9018. Total tax paid after the 
death of both parents,with no estate plan, would be $9553. 
How could this estate be planned to minimize taxes, and to 
provide ample family security and an equitable inheritance for the 
heirs? Here is one possible plan. 
Step No. 1: Change the title of the farm from joint tenancy to 
tenancy-in-common. This would put half the net value of the farm 
($43,000) in the husband's name and the other half in the wife's. 
There would be no gift tax involved in this transfer if the 
husband had not used his $30,000 exemption. A gift tax marital 
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deduction of $21,500 would first apply. Then a $3,000 annual 
exclusion would be allowed. Thus, if the husband had $18,500 of his 
$30,000 exemption left, there would not be any gift tax due. He 
should, however, file a gift tax return as he used some of his $30,000 
exemption. 
Step No. 2: If the son remains interested in farming, make some 
arrangement for him to work into the farming operation and 
gradually assume more management responsibilities. A partnership 
agreement could be drawn up to fit the situation. The father may 
wish to sell half of the equipment and machinery to the son on an 
installment basis. Put any father-son agreement in writing. 
Step No. 3: Both parents make wills. The son should also make a 
will if he gains an interest in the operation through a partnership. 
Each parent leaves a half interest in the farm to the other for life 
and remainder to the children undivided. Each thus creates a life 
estate for the other. Each to include a clause allowing the son (if he 
remains on the farm) to purchase the farm. 
The father leaves the remainder of the equipment, machinery, 
and livestock to the son who is on the farm. He equalizes this 
bequest by making the daughter and older son beneficiaries of term 
insurance on his life. Ownership of these policies is placed in the 
hands of the son and daughter. If the father's estate grows, he can 
later make such gifts from his personal estate. By taking advantage of 
the gift tax laws, he can thus effect further tax savings. 
The father to leave the U.S. Bonds to the mother. Either the 
bonds or grain inventory will be largely consumed by estate costs and 
accounts payable. 
Step No. 4: (optional) The father could carry reducing term or 
ordinary life insurance to cover the mortgage. This step is desirable 
but not essential, as the surviving parent could continue to make the 
mortgage payments. 
Step No. 5: Transfer the ownership of $20,000 life insurance 
policy with wife as beneficiary to the wife. 
How much in taxes will such a plan save? 
The tax following the father's death would be about $280. The 
tax savings would occur after the mother's death. Tax after her death 
would be about $295. Total tax savings through use of this plan 
would be nearly $9000. 
Example No. 2: Estate of $305,000 plus insurance. 
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The family consists of a father, 58, mother, 52, and three 
children. The oldest, a son, is 24 and handicapped. A daughter is 21 
and married to a college professor in California. The younger son is 
16 and undecided as to whether he wants to farm. The estate consists 
of the following: 
Assets 
Farm, 500 acres, valued at $400 an acre, 
husband and wife hold in joint tenancy. 
Machinery and Equipment 
Grain ............... . 
Livestock ............. . 
Bank account held in joint tenancy 
Insurance on husband, wife is beneficiary, 
owned by husband 
TOTAL ASSETS 
Debts 
Cattle notes 
Accounts payable 
TOTAL DEBTS 
Future Liabilities 
Estate costs at death of the husband 
(exclusive of taxes) ........... . 
Estate costs at death of the wife (exclusive of 
taxes and assuming she survives husband) 
TOTAL FUTURE LIABILITIES ..... 
Value 
.$200,000 
. 45,000 
. 15,000 
. 40,000 
. .5,000 
. 20,000 
.$325,000 
$25,000 
.. 3,000 
$28,000 
$10,000 
. 10,000 
$20,000 
If the father has a will in which he leaves everything to his wife, 
what would be the federal and state inheritance taxes at his death? 
TOTAL GROSS ESTATE 
Less accounts payable 
Less cattle notes 
Balance ....... . 
Less estate costs ... 
ADJUSTED GROSS ESTATE 
Less mar ita I deduction . . . . . . 
Less $60,000 I ifeti me exemption 
TAXABLE ESTATE .... 
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Taxable Estate 
.$325,000 
.. -3,000 
. -25,000 
.$297,000 
. -10,000 
.$287,000 
-143,500 
. 60,000 
. $83,500 
The Federal estate tax is $16,080. The Nebraska inheritance tax 
is $1260. 
If the mother survives her husband by 10 years, and the gross 
estate remains at the same value as when left to her, what will be the 
taxes when she passes the estate on to her children? 
The federal estate taxes would be about $58,800. Total taxes 
paid after the death of both husband and wife would be almost 
$78,000. 
How can this estate be planned to minimize taxes, to provide 
ample security for the family, and to provide an equitable inheri-
tance for the heirs? 
Plan No. 1: Husband and wife change title to hold farm as 
tenants-in-common. Each wills the other a life estate with the power 
to appoint the remainder among the children as they see fit. This 
would provide flexibility to allow for the handicapped son and the 
younger son who doesn't know whether he wants to farm. 
Total estate tax on both estates would be about $42,150. 
Although this would be a sizable amount of tax, it would be nearly 
$36,000 less than with no estate plan. 
Transferring the title of the farm from joint-tenancy to tenancy-
in-common would probably result in some gift tax. Assuming that 
none of the $30,000 lifetime gift exemption had been used 
previously, the husband could take advantage of this exemption as 
well as the annual gift exemption and the marital deduction. This 
would leave only $17,000 of the $100,000 subject to gift tax. The 
gift tax on this amount would be about $952. Thus the combined 
estate and gift tax would be about $43,100 or nearly $35,000 less 
than if no estate plan had been made. 
The tax under this plan could be further reduced by gifts during 
the lifetime of the father and mother. 
Plan No. 2: Step No. 1: Incorporate. Assuming that the property 
had been purchased originally with money earned by the husband, 
any transfer of stock from the husband to the wife would constitute 
a gift. The husband could take advantage of annual gift exemptions 
and transfer $3,000 worth of stock to his wife each year without 
incurring any gift tax. 
Step No. 2: Make new wills. Husband and wife leave shares to 
each other for life with general power to appoint shares to children. 
You might want to make some provision for younger son to buy 
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daughter's shares if he decides to farm. 
Step No. 3: Set up trust for handicapped son. Initially, father 
could give, tax-free, up to $30,000 worth of shares to the trust. 
Additional tax-free gifts of shares, bonds, or insurance could be made 
each year if the parents could afford to do so. Attempt to secure the 
services of a trustee who is acquainted with your family and who 
possesses some knowledge of farm management. If the trust is 
irrevocable and created during the father's lifetime, the trust 
property will not be included in the estate or probated. 
Total estate taxes under this plan could be near zero, but there 
would be some expenses you would not incur under other plans such 
as the cost of incorporating, trustee fees, and some additional 
attorney or consultant fees for setting up such a plan. . 
Step No. 4 (optional): It might be wise to build up some 
liquidity in this estate. This could be accomplished through the 
purchase of bonds, or insurance on the mother, to provide needed 
cash at critical times without disrupting the farm operation. 
SUMMARY 
The job of estate planning is complex but important. A good job 
of estate planning calls for a thorough knowledge of the various tools 
available and how they can be used to achieve objectives of the 
individual. 
Estate planning is not a do-it-yourself project. This is best 
accomplished by an attorney or a trust officer of a bank. Start as 
soon as a person has acquired responsibilities either in the form of a 
family or through ownership of property. Make changes as circum-
stances dictate. Finally, remember that if you don't make an estate 
plan, state laws make one for you, and it may not be to your liking. 
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The Cooperative Extension Service provides information 
and educational programs to all people without regard 
to race , color or national origin . 
